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Abstract
The radiative decay of neutrino,such as τ −! µ + γ ,in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model with right-handed neutrinos (MSSMRN) and in the SU(5) grand unied theory
with right-handed neutrinos(SU(5)RN)model is examined.In these models,the transition mag-
netic moment of neutrino is directly proportional to the neutrino mass.For dierent values on
SUSY parameters (compatible with the relic density ) and for large mixing angle solution to
the atmospheric neutrino problem,the transition magnetic moment can be a few times greater
than,or comparable to,the value of the standard model (with a right-handed neutrino singlet
added).
1 Introduction
There is now rather convincing evidence that neutrinos have non-zero mass.This evidence comes from
the apparent oscillation of atmospheric neutrinos,solar neutrinos and the LSND experiment[4].In
the minimal standard model (SM)there is no right neutrino that can couple to left neutrino,so
the neutrinos are massless.There are however,many possibilities to extend the minimal standard
model(SM)to have massive neutrinos.So,in the eld theory description of neutrinos,by introducing
so-called Majorana mass terms[1],one can split a Dirac neutrino D: Ψ = ΨL + ΨR(L,R for left
and right),into two non-degenerate Majorana neutrinos  and ! such as:  = ΨL + Ψ
c
L ; ! =
ΨR + Ψ
c
R where  = 
c and ! = !c are self conjugate elds.Then,when both Dirac and Majorana
mass terms are simultaneously present we have:
LDM = mD  L R + A  cL L +MR  
c
R R + h : c
= 1
2














We take A = 0,then we introduce a Majorana mass for right-handed neutrino but not for left-
handed.The Dirac masses mD are assumed to be comparable to quark(lepton) masses arising from


















MR corresponding to the Majorana mass eigenstates: 1 = cos()− sin()! ; 2 = sin()+ cos()!
with tan(2) ’ mD
MR
! 0.So 1 is practically left-handed and very light (M1) and 2 is almost right-
handed and heavy MR.So 1 is considered as the neutrino of SU(2) .This is the seesaw mechanism
.Thus 1 is a candidate for one of the light neutrino mass eigenstates which make up e ; µ and τ .So
long as 2 is heavy,the seesaw relation explains,without ne tuning,why a mass eigenstate compo-
nent of e ; µ or τ seems light.So the transition magnetic moment of neutrino,in the SM with a
right-handed neutrino added,is KSM = 1:32 10−19 mνev (mν is the neutrino mass).This value is very
small comparatively to experimental bounds.Indeed,lepton avor conservation is an automatic conse-
quence of gauge invariance and the renormalizability of the minimal standard model lagrangian.The
smallness of lepton avor violation(LFV) in charged lepton decays [2]requires large MR to achieve
ecient GIM.However in SUSY models,there is a new source of avor mixing in the mass matri-
ces of SUSY partners for leptons and quarks.So the magnetic moment of a massive Dirac neutrino
has been calculated in SUSY models[9],[11].Unfortunately,the SUSY contribution(for a Dirac neu-
trino)to the magnetic moment stays comparable to the value of the standard model(with right-handed
neutrino added).However in SUSY models with a neutrino mass generation mechanism of the see-
saw type([5],[6]and[10]),the Yukawa coupling constants among the higgs doublet,lepton doublets and
right-handed neutrinos(RN)could induce large avor mixing eects in the slepton sector.The result-
ing LFV rates,for charged lepton decays,can be as large as,or even larger than experimental upper
bounds[5],depending on various parameters especially on the Majorana mass of the right-handed
neutrino.In such case,the same Yukawa coupling constants for right-handed neutrino are responsible
for both the neutrino oscillation and LFV process of charged leptons.So in this context,we study the
transition magnetic moment of the Majorana neutrino[12](with CP conserved and opposite eigenval-
ues).Thus,we calculate the radiative decay of neutrino:τ −! µ + γ .In our calculation,we apply
the multimass insertion method [6].We incorporate the mixing of the slepton masses as well as the
mixing in the chargino sector and we consider the case of large mixing between second and third gen-
eration suggested by the atmospheric neutrino problem.For the right-handed neutrino sector,Yukawa
couplings are assumed similar to up-type quarks ones.In our numerical analysis,we give the transition
magnetic moment for dierent
1
values on SUSY parameters compatible with the relic density .
This paper is organized as follows.In section 2 we present generalities on the lepton avor violation
(LFV) in the MSSM and in the supersymmetric SU(5) grand unied theory with right-handed
neutrino.In section 3,we give the explicit expressions of the amplitudes associated to the chargino
contributions to the radiative decay τ −! µ + γ .Finally in section 4,we nd the numerical results
on the transition magnetic moment for dierent values on SUSY parameters and two right-handed
neutrino masses.In section 5 we conclude.In annex A the Feynman rules [5]relevant for our calculation
are given and in annexB we show the analytic expressions for the Feynman integrals which appear
in the evaluation of the amplitudes.
2 Generalities on the LFV in MSSMRN and SU(5)RN models
2.1 LFV in the MSSMRN model
The MSSMRN([3][5]-[6])is the simplest supersymmetric model to explain the left-handed neutrino
masses.It results from the MSSM with a neutrino mass generation mechanism of the seesaw type.The
superpotential of the MSSM with a right-handed neutrino singlet,in the higgs and lepton sectors is
given as :
1
These values have been obtained with an interface that relies DarkSUSY and Suspect2 programs . This interface




ν H2Ni Lj + f
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M ijν NiNj (1)
where L is a chiral supereld for left-handed lepton,N and E are for the right-handed neutrino
and right-handed charged lepton.Mν is a Majorana mass for right-handed neutrino.H1 andH2 are for
the higgs doublet in the MSSM and i,j generation indices.In a basis where the Yukawa matrix f ije and
the Majorana mass matrix





f ijν are not generally diagonal.In this particular case there is LFV and then neutrino oscillation.So
neutrino Yukawa couplings can be taken as:
f ijν = U
ik fνk V
kj with U ; V unitary matrices :
Therefore the Dirac masses are:
mνiD = fνi v
sin(β)p
2
for v2 = 2
(hh1i2 + hh2i2  (246GEV )2and tan() = hh2ihh1i where hh1i ; hh2i
are the higgs vacuum expectation values.
To write the neutrino mass matrix induced by the seesaw mechanism,we suppose quark and
neutrino mass hierarchy [4]
mντ  mνµ  mνe and fν3  fν2  fν1 :Moreover we choose degenerate Majorana masses for
right-handed neutrinos,that is: M ijν = MR 
ij :Finally,without complex phase in U,the left-handed
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for the tau and mu neutrino masses.
Thus,for V 6= 1 the mass eigenvalues are non-degenerate and very small for MR = 1012 −
1015Gev :Consequently,large mixing angles in V lead,radiatively,to LFV eects in the left-handed
slepton mass matrix(even if the SUSY breaking masses for sleptons are avor independent at tree
level).Indeed,in minimal SUGRA,the SUSY breaking masses for scalar supersymmetric particles are
universal (m0) and SUSY breaking parameter are proportional to Yukawa coupling constants (A ,B
) or masses at the gravitational scale (MG) such as:
Bijν = Mνij b0 ; A
ij
ν = fνij a0 ; A
ij
e = feij a0( a0 is a constant ):
Then at low energy,radiative corrections to the SUSY breaking parameters are LFV when Yukawa
couplings are LFV.At low energy the LFV o-diagonal components,in the left-handed slepton mass
matrix,are determined by solving the one-loop renormalization group equations (RGE's) (with bound-
ary conditions so that gaugino masses satisfy the so-called grand unied theory (GUT) relation at

















Aije ’ − 38pi2 a0 fei V ki Vkj f 2νk log( MGMνk )
(m2e)ij ’ 0 for i 6= j
(3)
2
after redenition of the elds by using unitary transformations
3
with (m2eL) ; Ae and (m2e) for left-left,left-right and right-right components respectively.The right-
handed leptons have one kind of Yukawa interaction,then we have
(m2e)ij = 0 for i 6= j ( e stands for right − handed charged slepton ) : In this model we
calculate the neutrino radiative decay: τ −! µ +γ and deduce the transition magnetic moment for
dierent values on SUSY parameters and for two dierent Majorana masses.In the next section,we
take into account the SU(5)RN model where (m2e)ij 6= 0 for i 6= j.
2.2 LFV in SU(5)RN model
We consider the supersymmetric SU(5) grand unied theory (GUT) with right-handed neutrino
[6]-[3],as an extension of the MSSMRN,in which small neutrino mass and large mixing angle are
possible without ne-tuning.In this model,the LFV o-diagonal components (m2e)ij are dierent of
zero contrary to the MSSMRN case.Then,there is an additional contribution to the neutrino magnetic
moment.The SU(5)RN model has three families of matter multiplets that is:
Ψi the quark doublet ;i the charged lepton singlet and i the right− handed neutrino in 10 ,5,1
dimension representations of SU(5) respectively.The higgs sector contains two H ; H higgs multi-
plets,in 5 and 5dimension,such as H = (H2; Hc) and H = (H1; Hc) where H1 ; H2 are the higgs
multiplets of the MSSM and Hc ; Hc are two dierent colored higgs multiplets.At the GUT scale
(MGUT  3  1016GEV ),the GUT gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken into the SM one:
SU(5)GUT −! SU(3)c  SU(2)L  U(1)Y .So the superpotential,in the matter sector,above the

















Mηiηj i j (4)
where A,B,C,D,E are SU(5) indices and run from 1 to 5.At the gravitational scale (in the minimal
SUGRA scenario) the SUSY breaking masses are universal (m0 ) and the SUSY breaking parameters
are proportional to the Yukawa coupling constants,as:
Auij = fuij a0 ; Adij = fdij a0 ; Aνij = fνij a0 ;
with u,d and  stand for up,down and neutrino respectively.
At the GUT scale,the Yukawa coupling matrices are chosen such as:
fuij = fui exp(iui) ij (5)
fdij = (V

KM )ik fdk (V
T )kj (6)
fνij = fνi exp(iνi) ij (7)
fdi = fei (8)
where VKM is the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix,e stands for charged lepton and Ψi (Ψi = u ;  )are
phase factors.The equation (8) is consistent with the third generation at low energy.For the two others
4
generations it is dierent and for simplicity we don't take them into account.Moreover,at low energy
it is possible to write the GUT multiplets in terms of MSSM elds.Then,we have:
Ψi =











So the superpotential( 4)becomes:
W = fui Qi UiH2 + (V

KM)ij fdiQiDiH1 + fdiEiLiH1
−fνiVijN iLjH2 + fuj (VKM)jiEi U jHc − 12fui exp(iui)QiQiHc





The fui (VKM)ij Ei Uj Hc in the superpotential (9) is not generation diagonal (because in the
GUT,theory leptons and quarks are embedded into the same multiplet).This mixing gives rise to
right-right o-diagonal components (m2e ).The left-handed neutrino mass matrix is the same as in
the MSSMRN case.With mντ  mνµ  mνe and fν3  fν2  fν1 assumptions,the o-diagonal
elements are:
(m2e )ij ’ − 38pi2 f 2u3 (VKM)3i (V KM)3j ( 3m20 + a20 ) log( MGMGUT )
(m2eL )ij ’ − 18pi2 ( 3m20 + a20 ) f f 2ν3 V 3i V3j log( MGMν3 ) + f 2ν2 V 2i V2j log( MGMν2 ) g


















So in the SU(5)RN case,we have the (m2e)ij contribution to the transition magnetic moment.Also,due
to this contribution,we can hope an increase of the transition magnetic moment value.We discuss
about it in the next section.
3 Amplitudes contributing to the decay :  −!  + γ
3.1 Amplitudes contributing in the MSSMRN model
The radiative decay of neutrino consists of the process:3 −! 2 + γ where 3 and 2 are mass
eigenstates (essentially left-handed) very light,so that mν  1ev ; 3 being the heaviest one.To x
ideas,we take 3 as predominantly τ and 2 predominantly µ.The MSSMRN Feynman rules,used for
the calculations of the amplitudes,can be found in reference [5] and in Annex A.In Annex B,we have
the Feynman integrals.The tau mass is greater than muon one,the same for neutrino masses,Then we
have only considered the decay:τ −! µ + γ which is dominant compare to τ −! µ + γ .There
are two kinds of diagrams contributing to the decay :
+ the left-left non-diagonal mass insertion diagrams illustrated in gures(1).However,on the dia-
grams 1(b) and 1(c)we have a avor conserving left-right mass insertion.
+ and the left-right non diagonal mass insertion diagrams represented in gures(2)
3.1.1 Left-left non-diagonal mass insertions
Due to the photon-chargino coupling,there are 6 diagrams illustrated in gures (1).The diagrams
(1a1) and (1a2) have no left-right diagonal insertion





























































Figure 1: Chargino contributions with photon (γ) and charged sleptons ( e ; e ) coupling to left-left
non-diagonal mass insertion ((m2)32 ),whereMcos =
p
2mw cos() andMsin =
p
2mw sin().In (b)
and (c) there is a avor diagonal left-right insertion m2LRτ (L stands for left and R for right)with
fW
and







Uνµ (p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν  [Fh (XeτL ; XeµL)P + Gh (XeτL ; XeµL ) q] Uντ (p)
with Fh (XeτL ; XeµL ) = 1m2eτL [f(XeτL) + h(XeτL)]−
1
m2eµL
[f(XeµL) + h(XfµL)] ; PR right chirality projector
and Gh (XeτL ; XeµL ) = 1m2eτL





g(XeµL) + 12 h(XfµL)





2eτL and m2eµL are the wino mass,the diagonal components
of the stau and the smuon mass matrix.q is the outgoing photon momentum and p is the neutrino tau
one.the functions f(X) ; g(X) and h(X) are given in annexB.(m2)32 stands for left-left non-diagonal
mass insertion for third and second generation.
As,in the previous section,we suppose neutrino mass hierarchy: mντ  mνµ  mνe and fν3 
fν2  fν1 .From the atmospheric neutrino observation,we take V32 to be of order of unit.Then,from
the equation(3) we have:












Due to the higgsino vertex (proportional to the neutrino mass)the diagrams 1(1b) and (1c) show a
left-right diagonal mass insertion (m2LR)τ .The explicit expression is:
(m2LR)τ = mτ  tan() − a0m0mτ ;  for lepton tau (12)
The amplitudes associated to these diagrams are:
T1b =
− i g22 e mντ M2 (m2LR)τ (m2)32
16 pi2 [M22 −µ2] [m2fτR −m2eτL ]
 Pn=3n=0 (−1)n[m2n −m2eµL ] 1M2n 
fA1b1(X ewn ; Xeµn) + A1b2(X ewn ; Xeµn)g Uνµ(p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν Uντ (p)
T1c =
− i g22 e mντ µ tan(β) (m2LR)τ (m2)32
16 pi2 [M22 −µ2] [m2fτR −m2eτL ]
 Pn=3n=0 (−1)n[m2n −m2eµL ] 1M2n 
fA1c1(X ewn ; Xeµn) + A1c2(X ewn ; Xeµn)g U νµ(p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν Uντ (p)
m2n =

m2eτR ; for n = 0; 1





m2eτR ; for n = 0
m2eτL ; for n = 3
m2eµL ; for n = 1; 2





(  = higgsino mass ) :
The explicit expressions of the functions A1b1 ; A1b2 ; A1c1 ; A1c2 are given in annexB.
3.1.2 Left-right non-diagonal mass insertion








































































Figure 2: Chargino contributions with photon (γ) and charged sleptons ( e ; e ) coupling to left-right
non-diagonal mass insertion (Ae32).
Then the amplitudes are:
+ for the diagrams (2a):
T2a =
i g22 e (m
2
LR)τ Ae32
16 pi2 [m2fτR −m2eτL ]
 Pn=3n=0 (−1)n[m2n −m2eµL ] 1M2n 
U νµ(p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν fP [h(X ewn) + f(X ewn)] + q [h(X ewn) + g(X ewn)]g Uντ (p)
For the functions h and g see annex B for fe3 annex A.
+ for diagrams (2b):

T2b =
i g22 e mντ M2 Ae32
16 pi2 [M22 −µ2] [m2fτR −m2eµL ]
 Pn=1n=0 (−1)nM2n 
fA1b1(X ewn ; Xeµn) + A1b2(X ewn ; Xeµn)g Uνµ(p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν Uντ (p)
+and nally for diagrams (2c):
T2c =
i g22 e mντ µ tan(β) Ae32
16 pi2 [M22 −µ2] [m2fτR −m2eµL ]
 Pn=1n=0 (−1)nM2n 
fA1c1(X ewn ; Xeµn) + A1c2(X ewn ; Xeµn)g U νµ(p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν Uντ (p)
8
Then,due to these dierent expressions,we can calculate the supersymmetric contributions to the
transition magnetic moment of the neutrino in the MSSMRN model.However,in this model there is
no right-right o-diagonal components (m2e)ij .So,now we consider the SU(5)RN model.
3.2 amplitudes contributing in the SU(5)RN model
As previously,with the same conditions,the left-left component (eq11) takes the same expression as in
MSSMRN model.For left-right component Ae32 we have an additional term dependent on Kobayashi-






















fei and fu3 expressions are given in annex A.For the right-right o-diagonal component we have:












So there are three kinds of diagrams contributing to the decay.The left-left and left-right non-
diagonal mass insertion diagrams are identical with MSSMRN ones (gures 1 and 2).Then,the am-
plitudes are the same.However,it is necessary to replace Ae32 by its SU(5)RN expression (eq14).The
right-right non-diagonal mass insertion induces four diagrams drawn on gure(3).The amplitudes
associated to these diagrams are:
T3a =
− i g22 e mντ M2 (m2LR)µ (m2e)32
16 pi2 [M22 −µ2] [m2fτR −m2eµR ]
 Pn=3n=0 (−1)n[m2n −m2eµL ] 1M2n 
fA1b1(X ewn ; Xeµn) + A1b2(X ewn ; Xeµn)g U νµ(p− q)PR µν "µ(q) qν Uντ (p)
T3b =
− i g22 e mντ µ tan(β) (m2LR)µ (m2e)32
16 pi2 [M22 −µ2] [m2fτR −m2eµR ]
 Pn=3n=0 (−1)n[m2n −m2eµL ] 1M2n 




m2eτR ; for n = 0; 1





m2eτR ; for n = 0
m2eµR ; for n = 3
m2eµL ; for n = 1; 2
(m2LR)µ = mµ  tan() − a0m0mµ ; mµ = lepton muon mass (16)
Therefore,in the next section we give the supersymmetric contributions to the transition magnetic
moment of the neutrino.
4 Decay rate and magnetic moment in the MSSMRN and
SU(5)RN models
The decay rate takes the form:Γ (τ −! µ + γ ) = 13pi 1mντ jT j
2
where T is the sum of the dier-












































Figure 3: Chargino contributions with photon (γ) and charged sleptons ( e ; e ) coupling to right-right
non-diagonal mass insertion :(m2e)32 .
set1 set2 set3 set4
m0 186 266 360 500
m1/2 457 290 469 597
sign() + + + +
tan() 10;20;30;40 10;20;30;40 10;20;30;40 10;20;30;40
a0 0;10;50;100;200;300;400;500      
01mass 186 113 191.8 247.3
Ω2 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.02
Table 1: dierent SUSY parameters compatible with the relic density (mass in GEV)






ντ , B =
eh
2me
 0:44 is the Bohr magneton,sec is the
mean life and mν the neutrino mass.The main aim is to compare The MSSMRN and the SU(5)RN
contributions to the neutrino magnetic moment ( KMSSMRN ; KSU(5)RN respectively ) with the
SM one.i.e. KSM = B  3  10−19mν =eV .From the atmospheric result,we take the tau neutrino
mass:mν = 0:07eV and V32 =
−1p
2
,then we obtain KSM  9:24 10−21.For the right-handed neu-
trino masses,we impose Mν1 = Mν2 = Mν3 .For our calculation,we take into account two dierent
Mν values:Mν = 10
12GEV and Mν = 10
15GEV and fu3 = fν3 at the gravitational scale:MG =
2  1018GEV .The GUT scale is xed by suspect2 program3:MGUT = 1:9  1016.Concerning SUSY
parameters that is: m0 ; m1/2 ; tan() ; a0 ; sign(),we choose four sets of values compatible with
the relic density .These values were obtained with an interface that relies darksusy and suspect2
programs.The a0 parameter doesn't change signicantly the sparticle mass spectrum for a set of
values,then a0 runs from zero to 500.For a given set,dierent tan() values (tan() = 10; 20; 30; 40
) don't change signicantly neutralino ( 01 ) mass and then the relic density ( Ω
2
) associated.In
table[1] we nd the sets of values and in table[2]the mass spectrum associated to each assignment for
dierent tan() values. Then,we have calculated the supersymmetric contributions to the neutrino
magnetic moment in MSSMRN and SU(5)RN models.
For a0 = 0,in the MSSMRN model we have one insertion: (m




set1 set2 set3 set4
M2 354 222 363 465
smeµR 255 288 401 555
smeµL 362.5 332 480 648
tan() = 10 ;  543 346 556 695.5
smeτR 251.5 286 397.5 543.5
smeτL 361 331 478.5 640
tan() = 20 ;  553 346 549 686
smeτR 240.5 276.5 386 528
smeτL 357.5 327 474 633
tan() = 30 ;  535.5 346 546 681
smeτR 230 262.5 367 502
smeτL 353.5 321 466 623
tan() = 40 ;  534.5 346 545 680
smeτR 212.5 242 340.5 466
smeτL 348 313 456 609
Table 2: sparticle mass spectrum.The wino(M2)and the sleptons mu (smeµR ,smeµL)masses are not
signicantly sensitive to tan() .However,the sleptons tau (smetR ; smetL ) and higgsino (  ) masses
are more sensitive to tan()
there are two insertions:(m2e)32 and (m2)32.In such case, (m2LR)τ and (m2LR)µ take the follow form
:(m2LR)τ = mτ  tan() and (m
2
LR)µ = mµ  tan() .The results are presented on the gures(4-5)
In the SU(5)RN case,we take (VKM)32 = −0:035.The results don't change signicantly for (VKM)32 =
−0:043.
On gures (4-5) we remark that KMSSMRN and KSU(5)RN are smaller than KSM ’ 9:24 
10−21(KMSSMRN ’ 2:65  10−25 ; KSU(5)RN ’ 2:66  10−25 for tan() = 40 the greatest case
for a0 = 0).However KSU(5)RN is ,approximately ,0:6 percent greater than KMSSMRN .Otherwise,the
various results are reduced by a factor 0:5 for Mν = 10
15GEV .Nevertheless,plots g.(4-5) show a
highest value for mO = 266GEV .Then we have retained the set2 for SUSY parameters.So for the
set2,we have taken into account dierent a0 values and we present the results on gures (6-7-8).When
a0 has a value dierent of zero the left-right insertion (Ae)32 contributes and m
2
LR eq(12,16)is very
sensitive to the a0 parameter. From gures (6,8),we remark that KMSSMRN and KSU(5)RN are
the same order ( 0:6percent ) and very sensitive to a0 and tan() values.Indeed,KMSSMRN and
KSU(5)RN increase when a0 and tan() increase:
+for a0  200 KMSSMRN and KSU(5)RN ,are a few less than KSM ,that is K = KMSSMRNKSM 
KSU(5)RN
KSM




 0:8 for tan() = 40.
+ for a0 = 200 ,KMSSMRN andKSU(5)RN ,are a few times greater than KSM : K = 1:34 for tan() =
10,K = 4:95 for tan() = 40
+for a0  200 and more precisely a0 = 500,we obtain K = 8:7 for tan() = 10; K =
17:5 for tan() = 20; K = 27 for tan() = 30; K = 37:5 for tan() = 40 .
So,in this last case,the SUSY contributionsKMSSMRN andKSU(5)RN ’ 3:410−19 are greater than
KSM ’ 9:24 10−21.Nevertheless,SUSY contributions (with right singlet neutrino Mν = 1012GEV )
to the transition magnetic moment of the neutrino are very small compare to the experimental data













Figure 4: neutrino magnetic moment in the MSSMRN model:
KMSSMRN
10−26 (m0) , for a0 = 0 , v =














Figure 5: neutrino magnetic moment in the SU(5)RN model:
KSU(5)RN
10−26 (m0), for a0 = 0,v =
246GEV ,Mν = 10
















10−20 (a0) for m0 = 266GEV (set2) Mν = 10
12GEV (for Mν = 10
15GEV there is a














10−20 (a0) for m0 = 266GEV (set2) Mν = 10
12GEV ( for Mν = 10
15GEV there is a
















10−20 (a0) for m0 = 266GEV ( set2)Mν = 10
12GEV ( for Mν = 10
15GEV there is a







Figure 9: Feynman rule
5 Conclusion
In the context of the minimal N=1 Supergravity model,we have calculated the transition magnetic
moment of the neutrino in the MSSMRN and SU(5)RN models.The results are the same order,for
the two models,and very sensitive to a0 and tan() parameters.For large a0 and tan() values,the
SUSY contributions are greater than SM ones but remain weak compared with experimental data .
6 Annex A
+The interaction Lagrangian,in the MSSMRN model,of lepton-slepton and wino (higgsino) com-
ponents of chargino is:
Lint = i (−g2 PR I fW+L elIL + g2 mνIp
2mw cos()
PL I eH+1L elIR )
with:I=1-3 (index of generation), PR and PL chirality projectors.mν is the neutrino mass andew and eH the wino and higgsino component of chargino.el stands for slepton.These interactions are
presented on gure 9
 + The Yukawa couplings are given by:










(VKM)IJ .Where (VKM)IJ is the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix and meI (muI )the lepton mass ( quark-up mass).
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7 Annex B
































































































































































































































[XfWn (1−x2)+ Xeµn (x2−x3)+x3]
,
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[X (1−x2)+ x2] = − 2 g(X)
,






; Xeµn = µ2M2n (M2 and  for wino and higgsino mass ).X can be either XfWn
or Xeµn .
+The expressions of A1b1 ; A1b2 ; A1c1 ; A1c2 terms are:
A1b1(XfWn; Xeµn) = 1[M22−µ2]f−(M22 +M32 )Fa(XfWn ; Xeµn) + (22M2 + M22 +M32 )Ga(XfWn; Xeµn)
+(2M22 +M
3





f(22M2 − M22 +M32 )Hd(XfWn; Xeµn)−M32He(XfWn; Xeµn) + (3M22 + 2M32 )Gc1(XfWn)
−(M22 +M32 )Gc2(XfWn)− (M32 − M22 )Gd1(XfWn)g
+3 f−M2Hb(XfWn; Xeµn) + (3M2 − )Hc(XfWn; Xeµn)− (+ 2M2)Gc3(XfWn)− (+M2)Gc4(XfWn)
+(−M2)Gd2(XfWn)g
A1b2(XfWn; Xeµn) = µM
2
2





Fb(XfWn) + 3( + 2M2)Ge(XfWn)





f3Gb1(XfWn; Xeµn) + (2M2 − 2M22 )Gb2(XfWn; Xeµn) + (2M2 − 3)Gc2(Xeµn)
−32M2Gc1(Xeµn) − (3 + 2M2)Gd1(Xeµn) g
+3 fGb3(XfWn; Xeµn) + (M2 − 2)Gb4(XfWn; Xeµn) + (−+M2)Gc4(Xeµn) + (4+M2)Gc3(Xeµn)− ( + M2)Gd2(Xeµn) g
A1c2(XfWn; Xeµn) = µM
2
2





Fb(Xeµn) − 3(2 + M2)Ge(Xeµn)
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